Pair of adjustable horizontal splice hardware shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-ADJH. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-ADJH-6. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Pair of ladder end splice hardware shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-RSJ. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-RSJ-6. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Pair of 90 degree horizontal tee splice hardware shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-HTS. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-HTS-6. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Pair of adjustable ladder end splice hardware shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-ADJT. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-ADJT-6. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Pair of adjustable 90 degree tee splice hardware shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-90T. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-90T-6. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Triangle wall support brackets shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-TSB. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with black powdercoat finish. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pieces, model # CLH-TSB-6.

Cable ladder side drop with three cable spools shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-SD8. Side drops shall be of aluminum construction with black powder coat finish. Cable spools shall be black plastic. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of four pieces, model # CLH-SD8-4. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Cable ladder end drop with three cable spools shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-ED11. End drop shall be of aluminum construction with black powder coat finish. Cable spools shall be black plastic. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of four pieces, model # CLH-ED11-4. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.
Pack of six pairs of ladder end caps shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-EC-12. End caps shall be black rubber. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Pack of ten plastic cable spools shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLB-SPOOL-10. Cable spools shall be black plastic.

Ladder wall support shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-WRS. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with black powdercoat finish. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pieces, model # CLH-WRS-6.

Ladder center support brackets shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLB-CSB. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with black powdercoat finish. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pieces, model # CLB-CSB-6.

Set of slotted ladder support hardware with ceiling hang kit shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-5/8CHK. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-5/8CHK-6.

Pair of ladder end support hardware shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-RES. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-RES-6.

Pair of ladder wall clamps shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-RWC. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with zinc coating. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pairs, model # CLH-RWC-6.

Ladder wall support shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-WRS. Hardware kit shall be of all steel construction with black powdercoat finish. Shall also be available in a contractor pack of six pieces, model # CLH-WRS-6.

Pack of six pairs of ladder end caps shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-EC-12. End caps shall be black rubber. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Cable ladder bonding kit shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CL-GK. Classified by UL in the US and Canada.

Pair of J-Bolts shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CLH-JBOLT.